YU-LEE LEE LEMMA 4. // A is isomorphίc to B and D{A) contains a ring which is isomorphic to a nonzero ring in j^J then so does D{B).

LEMMA 5. If J^Q & then £
Also we need the following fact [1] . LEMMA 
(J/I)QD(R/I), hence D(R/I) contains a ring which is isomorphic to a nonzero ring in j^J. By definition of ^f(J^), R is in £f(j&). This proves (D)
. By Lemma 6, ^f(J^) is a radical property. THEOREM 
// J7~ is a radical property then
Proof. By Lemma 1, yg^(y). If there is a ring R in <2f{^~) but not in j^7 let / be of R. Then Rjl is a nonzero ring in £f{^) and is ^semi-simple. Without loss of generality we may assume R is in ^f{^~) but iŝ^s emi-simple. By definition D(R) contains a ring / Φ 0 such that Je^T But if if is a nonzero ideal of R, i.e., KeD^R), then, by Lemma 7, the .^radical of K is also an ideal of R. But R is ŝ imi-simple. Hence K is also ^semi-simple. By induction it is easy to see every ring in D(R) is ^semi-simple. This is a contradiction. Hence The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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